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1.

Introduction

1.1 Overview
This Final Report has been prepared by Alan Stratford and Associates Limited
(ASA) on behalf of Wycombe District Council, who are the freehold owners of
Wycombe Air Park. The report assesses the operational implications of General
Aviation activities at Wycombe Air Park, with particular focus on gliding, in the
context of plans to develop the south east part of the airfield for non-aviation use.
Previous reports prepared by Alan Stratford and Associates Limited considered the
impact of construction of a sports stadium at the airfield. This report discusses
options for aviation operations based on an assumption of low-rise development in
the area indicated in Figure 1. Helicopter operations are not discussed in detail as
they have more flexibility than other aircraft regarding take-off and landing and do
not necessarily require a runway for safe operation.
It should be noted that any future development of the site needs to consider the
operational, financial and environmental impact on all stakeholders. This report
focuses on the operational implications for current aviation users. The costs of any
required changes to the layout of the airfield (eg relocated runways etc) have not
been assessed. Similarly the financial benefits of non-aviation use of the site have
also not evaluated. A full analysis of all these factors would need to be undertaken
to give a balanced assessment on how the site should be developed.

1.2

Current aerodrome operations

Wycombe Air Park is operated by Airways Aero Associations (AAA) Limited who
1
owns the current lease on the airfield. It has one hard runway (06/24) which is
753m in length and 23m wide. There are two grass runways, 06/24 and 35, of length
610m and 695m respectively. The Air Park has two departure and two arrival routes
for runways 06/24 (hard and grass) with a single departure and arrival route for
runway 35.
Additionally, gliding activity takes place from the area to the South of the grass
runway with all gliders being launched by aero-tow. The Air Park operates seven
days/week with routine activity being between 0900 and 1730 with this extending to
1900 on up to four days/week during summer months. Occasional night flying takes
place on an ad-hoc basis during winter months.
Flying activity reflects that of most General Aviation airfields with a wide spectrum of
private and commercial training, visiting aircraft, recreational flying and maintenance.
There are no scheduled flight operations. There is significant aviation business
diversity at the airfield with a vintage aircraft restoration company, three aircraft
engineering companies, a gliding club, two fixed-wing flying schools (one of which
operates microlights) and two helicopter operators. In total, there are 135 employees
at the Air Park who either directly support or are reliant upon the flying activity.
1

This lease is presently due for renewal

The Air Park operates a system of preferential runway use in favour of the hard
runway 06/24. Direction of runway usage is very much determined by weather
conditions although, due to the presence of gliding activity, fixed wing powered
activity is predominantly constrained to operating in the airspace to the North and
West of the airfield.
We do not have any up-to-date data on the number of aircraft movements at the Air
Park. In 2011 there were 70,365 (powered) aircraft movements2 and it is not
believed that the number of annual movements has changed significantly since this
date.
In 2011, the breakdown of movements was as follows:
2

An aircraft movement is defined as a take-off or a landing

Movement type
Fixed wing (based aircraft)
Glider tugs
Visitors (mostly PA28 equivalents)
Visitors (Larger Turboprops)
Based helicopters
Total

Number of movements
26,276
16,042
12,026
79
15,942
70,365

These movement figures exclude gliders – although all glider departures will be
included in the glider tug figures and there will be a further equivalent number (ie
16,042) of glider landings.
In terms of runway direction, some 67% of all movements were on R24, 27% on R06
and 5% on R35. Of those on 06/24, some 95% used the tarmac runway and 5%
used the parallel grass runway.

2.2

Aerodrome Licensing

The requirements for an aerodrome to be licensed by the UK Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) are described in Article 208 of the Air Navigation Order 2009, but may be
summarised as applying to those aerodromes where flights for the purpose of the
commercial air transport of passengers or the public transport of passengers, and/or
flying training in (powered) aircraft above specified maximum total weights
authorised take place.
Until 2010, all UK aerodromes where flight training of any type or weight of aircraft
took place required a CAA licence. This rule was relaxed for flight training in smaller
aircraft types (eg for Private Pilot Licences). As such, Wycombe Air Park had a CAA
Ordinary Licence3 prior to 2010 and has continued with this since this date.
CAA licensing focuses on aerodrome operational safety. There is no requirement to
meet any environmental standards or conditions. In particular, this covers the
characteristics of runways and their surrounding areas, stipulating obstacle-free
zones which are intended to provide significant mitigation for the risk of collision. The
‘zones’ also provide a ‘standard’ approach and take-off climb area which reflects
aircraft performance and normal pilot operating procedures.
The required
standards for a CAA aerodrome licence are defined in CAP (Civil Aviation
Publication) 168 – ‘Licensing of Aerodromes – Civil Aviation Authority’.
At a CAA licensed aerodrome, one or more runways may be licensed and it is
possible to operate a facility with a mixture of licensed and unlicensed runways. This
normally occurs where a particular runway does not meet the required safety
margins for the licence. The runway would however be expected to meet the less
stringent requirements as shown in CAP 793 ‘ ‘Safe Practices at Unlicensed
Aerodromes’.
3

There are two types of CAA aerodrome licence – a Public Use licence which requires the aerodrome to be
available to all users on equal terms and conditions and an Ordinary licence in which the aerodrome can
specifically authorise its users.

The obstacle clearance requirements for gliding operations are similar to those
required for other light aircraft operations. As such, the safety standards in CAP 168
(for licensed aerodromes / runways) and CAP 793 (for unlicensed aerodromes /
runways) will apply.

2.3

Licensing at Wycombe Air Park

It has been assumed that since the existing tarmac runway (06/24) would potentially
remain unaffected by the development, the airfield could continue with its CAA
Ordinary Licence for this runway. Our only caveat to this is if the present southnorth grass runway (35) is moved to the west, which would be necessary if it were to
continue under the proposed development.. Dependent on the point of intersection
with 06/24, strict procedural rules would need to apply if both runways were to
operate simultaneously. As such, the safety of these procedural rules would need to
be assessed as part of the CAA licensing process.
Many UK aerodromes which do not have scheduled commercial services and just
offer PPL training have not renewed their CAA licence as this can add additional
expense and administrative burden. It is not known whether, in the longer term,
AAA will wish to do so. However, as mentioned previously, there is no longer a
requirement for flight training to be conducted at a licensed aerodrome and gliding
has never, in any case, been subject to these requirements. Analysis of the various
options detailed below has therefore been undertaken in accordance with the
recommendations contained in CAP 793.

2.4

Runway dimensions

The runway lengths at Wycombe are relatively short in comparison to other general
aviation airfields – although small single engine piston aircraft can operate from
runways as short as 380m (Runway 36 at Netherthorpe in South Yorkshire, for
example, has a TODA (take-off distance available) of 382m and a LDA (landing
distance available) of 302m. This is not, however used for gliding. .
Gliding aerodromes generally require a longer runway and more surrounding space
for landing / glider storage. A practical lower runway length for these operations
would be around 600m with a strip width of about 22m,. which takes account of
typical glider tug performance and minimum safety factors for operation from grass
surfaces. .Any reconfiguration of the runways at Wycombe Air Park would need to
consider these minimum requirements for safe gliding operations.

2.5

Wind

Aircraft are generally easiest to control and require least take-off and landing
distance when operated into the prevailing wind. Crosswinds can be managed via
wide runways (which allow some latitude for take-off direction) or by provision of
multiple runways, which accommodate a wider wind range. For most light aircraft
requiring a runway for departure, 15 knots may be considered as a reasonable
maximum crosswind component. A total wind of 25 knots is considered a practical
safe limit for most small aircraft of any sort.

Appendix A shows typical annual wind data for Wycombe. As this illustrates, the
wind is predominately within a range between the WNW and SW directions, which
correlates against the runway direction usage proportions shown in Section 2.1
above. .

2.6

Other facilities

Regardless of the development options chosen, General Aviation operations would
require similar facilities to those currently available for workshops, hangarage and
glider trailer stowage, if current levels of usage are to be maintained. Areas would
also need to be defined for aircraft parking and for helicopter operations, including
helicopter training.

2.7

Noise abatement

Aircraft users at Wycombe Air Park are required to follow strict Noise Abatement
Procedures by following departures, arrivals and circuit procedures defined by the
Noise Abatement Zones (NAZs). These routings are designed to minimise noise
exposure to local residents and have been drawn up in consultation with the
aerodrome’s Joint Consultative Committee (JCC). Routings and circuits are defined
for each runway and separate circuits are flown by fixed wing, gliders and
helicopters. For safety reasons, the direction of glider circuits is always opposite to
that of fixed wing aircraft and helicopters.
In the longer term, the JCC is endeavoring to reduce noise exposure by the use of
quieter aircraft (eg by fitting silencers to the PA28 training aircraft) and through
improved track-keeping (eg by the use of GPS).

3.

Gliding

3.1 Overview
Around 25,000 people participate in gliding in the UK each year2. The sport attracts
a wide range of people of different ages and backgrounds. Gliding can be taken up
at any age (the minimum legal age to fly solo is 14) and may continue so long as a
person’s health is relatively good. Many clubs operate cadet schemes to subsidise
gliding for young people and most of the 90 clubs in the UK offer trial lessons and
experience flights for members of the public. As a standard glider cannot be
launched alone, gliding is necessarily a more social activity than powered-aircraft
flying.
As well as being a leisure pursuit, gliding is also a serious competitive sport, with
many national and international competitions for distance, aerobatics and other
disciplines. The UK has a very successful record in the competition arena – since
2000, the UK has produced 13 World Champions and is consistently rated No 1 in
the world rankings3.

3.2

Launching

Gliders are most commonly launched by winch or aerotow. An aerotow utilises a
powered aircraft ‘tug’ with a 200ft rope attached to tow the glider to a release
location, where the formation will separate, leaving the tug to return to the launch
site with the trailing rope.
A large number of sites utilise winches – powerful engines connected to a reel of
steel of synthetic cable which is attached to the glider and wound in at high speed,
launching the glider like a kite. Once the glider has released, the remaining cable is
wound in (usually against the tension of a drogue parachute) before being towed to
the launch point for the next launch.
Aerotowing is generally slower and more expensive than winching but may be used
where winch cables would cause a danger to other aerodrome users (e.g at
Wycombe) or when a glider pilot wishes to be released at a position away from the
aerodrome or higher than a winch launch (usually limited to max 3000ft in the UK).

3.3

Staying aloft

Gliders rely on rising air (known as ‘lift’) to stay aloft and counteract the effects of
gravity, which will inevitably bring them back to earth if no lift is found. The pilot’s skill
and physical endurance are the generally the only limits to gliding flights, with
durations of several hours and distances flown in the hundreds of miles being
regularly recorded in the UK. There are three major sources of rising air: thermals,
ridges and mountain waves.
Thermal lift is generated by solar heating, causing air to rise. Thermals may
eventually form the white, puffy cumulus clouds experienced on the best summer
days and a glider pilot will use these and other markers to find and circle inside a
thermal in order to gain altitude.
Ridge lift is simply caused by air being deflected upward by a land feature such as a
cliff or range of hills. Famous ridge gliding sites in the UK are found on the Long
Mynd and in Yorkshire (Sutton Bank). The nearest ridge site to Wycombe Air Park is
the Chiltern Ridge, to the west of the aerodrome.
Mountain wave is caused by specific wind conditions interacting with a mountain
range (e.g. in Wales or Scotland). Wave lift is typically very smooth and extends to
much greater altitudes than other forms of lift – higher than 30,000ft in the UK.

3.4

Glider Performance

Whereas older gliders may be made mainly of wood and fabric, modern gliders tend
to be of composite construction (usually fibreglass). A modern machine is an
extremely efficient aircraft and is capable of speeds well in excess of 130mph,
powered by rising air and gravity alone! Wing spans are typically in the order of 1518m but may go up to 30m. Cost varies tremendously, with some competent

machines being valued at under £5000, compared with some world-class gliders
priced at over £250,000.
Gliders can generally fly in stronger wind conditions than other light aircraft, but are
subject to similar limits in cross-wind conditions (around 15-20kts wind speed).
Required take-off and landing distances are shorter than most powered aircraft but
space for taking off and landing is important, given the lack of maneuverability of a
tug/ glider combination and the inability to abort a landing attempt (due to the lack of
an engine).

3.5

Tug Performance

Tug aircraft are typically powerful, conventional light aircraft fitted with a towing hook
mechanism. Their propellers may differ from non-tug aircraft, being optimised for
climbing and possibly minimizing noise. Take off performance is excellent, even with
a heavy glider on-tow. Landing performance is similar to any conventional light
aircraft. The most vulnerable point for a tug aircraft is during the take-off and initial
climb with a glider on-tow. Maneuverability is limited and the lack of altitude available
to exchange for speed (e.g. if the engine fails), means that reactions must be quick
and a suitable space to land ahead may be important if major injury is to be avoided.

4. Wycombe Gliding Operations
Booker Gliding Centre operates a number of club and privately-owned gliders,
varying from lower performance training aircraft to state-of-the-art modern ones.
Launching is exclusively by aerotow and lift comes from thermals or the ridge from
the nearby Chilterns.
Over a long period, aerodrome procedures have been developed which allow gliding
to operate safely alongside other aviation activities. These essentially rely on
airspace (gliders operate in an opposite circuit to powered aircraft) and ground
space – gliders require space for launch, space for the launch queue (often termed a
‘grid’) and somewhere to land and await retrieval by a ground crew (something that
happens quickly but is obviously slower than a powered aircraft vacating a runway).
This is achieved at present by operating from grass areas adjacent to the poweredaircraft runways. Gliders may also be rigged and de-rigged in these areas, although
it is not essential for this to be done by the launch point.

5. Proposed Options
For continued aviation activities to be feasible, runway length and direction needs to
be suitable for the type of operations proposed and the areas around runways need
to be carefully studied, to ensure that obstacles and terrain do not present
unacceptable hazards to aircraft taking-off and landing, in both normal and
emergency operations.
For the envisaged development considered in this report (i.e. low-rise, industrial
use), there are three options for alteration of the current runway configuration:

5.1

New grass runway to the north of the site

The proposed development will occupy a large part of the area south of the hard
runway, which is currently used for gliding operations. Creating a new grass runway
to the north would enable gliding operations from an area currently used for some
helicopter training. The proposed new grass runway and glider landing area is
shown in Figure 2 below.
Assumptions
•

Use of the land to the north of the existing boundary is possible. There is an
existing public footpath alongside the northern boundary, The land slopes gently
down to the M40 motorway and is currently used for arable farming. Appropriate
financial arrangements would need to be made with the current land owner and
the public footpath would need to be re-routed. Given its size and exposed
position close to the M40, the potential uses of this land are probably limited –
although other options have been proposed (eg use for clay pigeon shooting).

•

The new grass runway and landing area would require extensive landscaping
work which would include topography changes and potential alteration of
treelines etc. It is assumed that this is feasible from a financial, technical and
environmental standpoint.

•

The area is as indicated in Figure 2, rather than as indicated in the Booker
Gliding Club Feasibility Study (Figure 3). Theoretically this would provide for a
grass runway of approximately 730m (ie similar to the of the existing 06/24 hard
runway), although due to the proximity of the M40 motorway, it is possible that a
RESA (runway end safety area) would need to be established at the eastern end,
reducing the length by approximately 100-150m4.

Advantages

•

A move to the north of the site provides better glider access to higher airspace
and soaring conditions.
The distance between the development and gliding operations will be increased,
which would reduce the risk of the obstacles and terrain the development would
bring.

•

On a wider scale, the proximity to the ridge, ‘free’ airspace and noise abatement
routings would change little

•

Redevelopment would provide an opportunity to improve land drainage and
topography, which may improve the performance of the new runway versus the
current one. It should be noted that the present grass runways are liable to
flooding. It should also be possible to relocate some gliding facilities eg the
clubhouse, hangars etc to the northern area of the site.

•

4

A similar RESA was designated on Runway 06 at Duxford following an incursion onto the nearby M11.

.
Disadvantages
•

Some obstacles, such as the M40 lighting units, trees and hedges would be
closer to likely take-off and landing paths, which could increase the risk of injury
compared with the current runway

•

The existing area to the north of 06/24 within the airfield boundary is currently
used for aircraft parking. An alternative area would need to be found within the
site for this which would be accessible and would not breach obstacle clearance
requirements. Furthermore Helicopter Training Area North would potentially be
lost, which may impact helicopter operations and noise abatement procedures.

•

The risk of conflict between gliding and other operations would increase, without
significant procedural changes. In particular the Noise Abatement Procedures
require the avoidance of the Freith and Lane End NEZ for take-offs to the west.
As the Gliding Club study suggests, the options for a glider tug operation on a
new northern grass runway would be limited to a straight ahead heading, which
could restrict safe gliding operations (eg to return to the airfield or for a safe
landing) in the event of a cable break. The current procedures separate gliding
and powered-aircraft circuits, with gliders operating to the south. With gliding
operations on the north side of the hard runway, southern glider circuits would
cross the take-off and approach paths for the hard runway, which is undesirable.

5.2

New hard runway to the south of the existing one

Operations using the current hard runway would use the new one and gliding
operations would relocate to the existing hard runway and surrounding area. This is
illustrated in Figure 3 below.
Advantages
•

This may increase the overall space available for gliding operations, without
compromising other airfield activities

•

It might not require the use of adjacent land, depending on exact dimensions of
the available area

•

The risk of a waterlogged (and therefore unusable) grass runway would be
reduced

Disadvantages
•

The cost of constructing a new hard runway is very significant and the benefit is
far from clear since most potential users of the airfield do not require a hard

surface. These costs need to be compared against the costs of acquiring the
neighbouring land to the north and the redevelopment costs for a new northern
grass runway.
•

A hard surface is suitable for gliding operations but is not ideal. There are many
reasons, from increased wear on tyres, towrope and towrope connection wear to
increased vertical reactions during landing

•

Space for a launch ‘grid’ is limited by the shape of the available area, although
improved dimensions could be achieved if adjacent land could be obtained and
topography allowed relevant development.

•

The risk of runway incursions may be increased with close, parallel runways of
similar appearance – in short, pilots may make an approach to the wrong runway
and conflict with traffic already using it.

5.3 Construction of a new grass runway at the western side of the site
The proposed development would result in the removal of the current north-south
‘cross’ runway, which increases the ability to conduct operations if the wind is not the
prevailing southwesterly. To retain this capability, the western end of the site may be

suitable for construction of a new cross runway, with a similar orientation to the
existing one. The location and orientation of this new grass runway is shown in
Appendix B.
Assumptions
•

A short runway (approx 540-580m) could be created within the airfield boundary.
Extension to the north of the existing boundary is possible, subject to the
availability and cost of the additional land

•

Required landscaping work, which would include topography changes and,if
extended beyond the airfield boundary, the potential alteration of treelines etc, is
feasible

•

The runway would be unlicensed

Advantages
•

Retains important capability to conduct operations at Wycombe with any
reasonable wind conditions

Disadvantages
•

The runway, particularly if confined within the airfield boundary, is relatively short
and may not be suitable for certain aircraft types and possibly not for training
flights where the runway length must allow for a greater margin of pilot error

•

The orientation is not ideal. For maximum effectivity, the cross runway should be
at 90° to the main runway. It is estimated that in the indicated position, a
difference of around 45 degrees would be obtained, which may reduce maximum
crosswinds by around 30% (see wind data in Appendix B). This would bring
some advantage but would require further study to determine cost-benefit for the
site
.

6.

Other possibilities

6.1 Existing SW/ NW grass runway retained, but moved closer to the
tarmac runway
The current separation between the hard 06/24 runway and the parallel grass 06/24
runway is approximately 100-110m. It is possible that this might be reduced to
around 40m if strict procedures are in place, thereby giving scope for some area for
redevelopment in the SW corner of the site (assuming a similarly sized glider landing
area to the south of the grass runway). The precise dimensions of the feasible area
for redevelopment would need closer assessment.
Shobdon Aerodrome in Herefordshire successfully combines gliding and other types
of General Aviation in a layout which has operations in close proximity and relies on
strict procedures for mitigating the risks that brings. At Shobden, there are parallel
grass runways both to the north and to the south of the hard runway, with separation

distances of approximately 30m. From a planning perspective, there seems to be
no particular reason why such an arrangement would not work at Wycombe,
although nmdetailed study of exact dimensions and impact on all operations would
be required to confirm suitability
.

7. Obstacle clearance criteria
We have assessed the obstacle clearance criteria involved for two specific options
for development of the southern part of the airfield. These are defined for the
northern grass runway option (Section 5.1) and under the airfield’s current layout
option and are shown diagrammatically in Appendix B.
In the case of the northern grass runway option, the relevant obstacle clearance
surface (as defined in CAP 168 – ‘Licensing of Aerodromes’) relate for the 06/24
hard runway is the transitional surface to the south, which is defined by a 1 in 6
slope from the edge of the runway strip. It is assumed that the runway strip has the
minimum width requirement (ie 30m either side of the centerline) and that the
northern boundary of the development has a 4m high boundary fence (the defining
obstacle). On this basis, the fence should not penetrate a parallel line to the
runway, located 54m (= 30m + 6 x 4m) from the runway centreline (see Appendix B).
This 1 in 6 transitional surface continues to a height of 45m where the inner
horizontal surface is met – although, provided any buildings are located in the
southern part of the development and are not excessively high, these surfaces will
not be infringed.
In the case of the 06/24 grass runway in its present position, the relevant criteria is
the width of the glider landing and grid formation area. It is assumed that this a
parallel line to south of the runway sited at a distance of three (maximum) glider
wingspans (20m x 3) plus a further 10m from the runway edge (=70m). Under its
current layout, the centerlines of the 06/24 hard and grass runways appear to be
separated by a distance of about 100-110m. Should this be reduced (see Section
6.1), then the distance between this parallel line and runway edge can be reduced
correspondingly.

8. Other issues
8.1 Aircraft circuits
At present, fixed wing aircraft using the 06 hard runway are required to fly a right
hand circuit and those using the 24 hard runway a right hand circuit. Gliders using
the current 06 and 24 grass runways fly circuits in the opposite direction. Should the
grass runway be located to the north of the hard runway, these circuit directions
would be reversed.

8.2 Airfield security fencing
The Department for Transport issues guidance with regard to airport and airfield
security fencing, although for a type of airport such Wycombe Air Park this is a
matter for the airfield in consultation with the local police

8.3 Aircraft parking
Under the northern grass runway option, the aircraft parking to the north of 06/24
hard runway would need to be relocated. We have not investigated this in detail, but
dependent on the number and sizes of aircraft involved, we believe that this would
be feasible under any of the development options described above.

8.4 Helicopter training area
It is noted that, under the proposed site development, the helicopter training area
(HTA E) would be lost. The second area (HTE N) would however be retained and
we believe that this would be sufficient for current airfield helicopter operations.

9.

Summary

There appears to be sufficient space to reconfigure the runway layouts at Wycombe
Air Park to accommodate its existing users and to develop the SW corner of the
airfield for non-aviation use. It is likely that some use of the land to the north of the
airfield would be necessary in order to provide full flexibility under all wind conditions.
Any new runways proposed may not necessarily require a CAA licence unless AAA
choses this option. Relocation of the gliding operation to the north of the site would
require significant procedural change for circuits, to ensure that the risk of airborne
conflict is minimised.
It is recommended that further assessment is made of the financial implications of
each of the redevelopment options and further consultation is undertaken with all
users of Wycombe Air Park in order to achieve a mutually acceptable solution.

Appendix A
Wind direction data – High Wycombe – 2014

Appendix B
Obstacle clearance criteria
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